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Guidelines for MPA Size
MPAs should have an alongshore span of 5-10
kilometers (3-6 miles) of coastline, and preferably 1020 kilometers (6-12.5 miles).
MPAs should extend from the intertidal zone to deep
waters offshore.
Combined and simplified, these two guidelines yield:
Minimum range of 9-18 square miles;
Preferred range of 18-36 square miles.
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Cluster Sizes: Very High Protection

Proposals 1 and 3 have the same number of SMRs.
All proposals have 3 no-take clusters in the preferred size range .
Most SMRs are above the minimum size for all proposals.
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Cluster Sizes: High Protection*

+1
+2
+1

Clusters in all proposals moved into the preferred size range at
high protection.
* Evaluated for all open coast MPAs at or above high protection
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Cluster Sizes: Mod-high Protection*

Some additional smaller MPAs at mod-high protection
* Evaluated for all open coast MPAs at or above mod-high protection
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Results: MPA Size
• Proposals have a larger proportion of MPAs above
the minimum size as compared to Round 2.
• All proposals have 3 very high protection clusters
within the preferred size range (includes SMRs and
military closures).
• Proposals 1 and 3 have the same number of MPAs
above mod-high protection; Proposal 2 has fewer.
• All proposals have some MPAs that do not meet
minimum size guidelines.
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Median Cluster Size Through Time
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Guidelines for MPA Spacing
MPAs should be placed within 50-100 kilometers
(31-62 miles) of each other.
MPA or cluster must meet the minimum size guidelines
(9 square miles).
Because many populations are habitat-specific, MPA
spacing is evaluated for each habitat.
Habitat must meet the threshold identified to
encompass 90% of biodiversity in that habitat type.
Spacing is calculated for mainland MPAs only in the
south coast study region.
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Habitat Availability and Spacing
Habitat availability and
distribution limits spacing.
• >30 meter rocky habitats are
rare on the mainland.
• 0-30 meter habitat is mapped
by a proxy line.
• >200 meter soft bottom on the
mainland occurs mostly in
canyons.
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Max Gaps: Very High Protection

Not possible to meet spacing guidelines for >30 meter rock or >200 meter soft.
Best possible spacing for persistent kelp (at least 3 of 7 years) is ~ 75-85 miles
due to gap between Palos Verdes and San Elijo area.
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Max Gaps: High Protection

Proposals 1 and 3 meet spacing guidelines for all possible habitats.
Proposal 3 approaches preferred spacing for many habitats.
Proposal 2 exceeds spacing guidelines for several habitats.
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Max Gaps: Mod-high Protection
First 3 of 6 proposals

No change from high protection.
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Key Geographies that Influence Spacing
P1
Palos Verdes/ Rocky Pt.
•

P1 & P3 include more nearshore rocky
reef and kelp for shorter gaps in these
habitats.

Laguna
•

P1 and P3 include more nearshore
rocky reef and kelp for shorter gaps in
these habitats.

Del Mar/ Encinitas
•

P2

P3 includes nearshore rocky reef in this
area while P1 and P2 capture deeper
rock.

P3
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Spacing: Conclusions
• Maximum gaps are generally smaller in Round 3 as
compared to Round 2.
• Spacing guidelines are impossible to meet for some
habitats.
• Proposal 3 achieves gaps close to the lower end of the
spacing guideline range for most habitats.
• Proposals 1 and 3 meet or approach spacing guidelines
for all possible habitats.
• Proposal 2 exceeds spacing guidelines for shallow rock
and kelp as well as 30-100m soft bottom.
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